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will speak quite frankly in his calm way even to the
Sultan himself without being in the least embarrassed,
and the Sultan, for his part, will reply quite freely
without losing one scrap of his dignity
The pick of the Spanish officers—most of whom, as
the Moors realized3 had proved their quality in battle—
entered the regulares or native infantry, thereby fol-
lowing m the footsteps of Don Francisco Franco and
Don Juan Beigbeder, to quote two famous names, who
at one tune served in the ist Regulares. Capable, in-
telligent, kindly, interested m the country and its
inhabitants, and speaking Arabic fluently, these officers
soon gained the heart of the Moor, who appreciates
kindness and whose best quality is perhaps a strong
sense of gratitude £The Moors are our brothers/ they
said, and tried by their acts to show they really meant it.
They had their reward For many years to come the
names of men hke General Sanjurjo, General Franco,
Colonel Capaz, General Yague and Colonel Beigbeder
will be honoured in the Riff and the Jibala, and more
important still, the men of the regulares whom they
had commanded, showed unflinching loyalty and devo-
tion when the hour for action came
It has been commonly said of late in England by
those who are either completely ignorant of the subject
or else deliberately prefer propaganda to truth, that all
the Moorish regiments are conscripted This is as
untrue now as it was in 1927, for all the regiments are
composed of volunteers, who enlist for four years and
in many cases remain for eight There is no secret as
regards the attraction they all found so irresistible It
is the same to-day as it was then As I have previously
pointed out, Spanish Morocco, especially the Riff, is a
poor country where life is hard to sustain, and so it is

